Safety specialist clarifies remarks said in Daily story
ly

BY JAY AI LING
D a lly C o-E ditor

Remarks made recently about a
faulty X-ray machine were
misinterpreted, said a campus
radiation inspector.
Alex Taylor, radiation safety
specialist said Tuesday information
in the Nov. 8 Mustang Daily led
students to believe they have been
receiving over doses of radiation.
In fact, Taylor said, no such doses
were given.
The controversy began when
Taylor, who has worked at Cal
Poly for two years, told a reporter
of infractions of Health Center Xray machines. Taylor was quoted as
telling the reporter a “ leak” in the
radiation equipment has led to
increased doses to Cal Poly
students.
Actually, Taylor said the
equipment was not “ leaking” but
could lead to increased doses due to
poor adjustments in the machine.
The specialist expained the in
cident:
During June, Taylor made a
routine six-month check of Health
Center radiation equipment. He
reported a malfunction in the
collimator, which refracts and
confines X-ray beams.
The colimator acts in con
junction with a “ light field.”
Because X-rays are invisible to the
human eye. the light field is
necessary to focus the direction of
the radiation.
The colimator was malfunc
tioning so that the light field was

Alex Taylor
Cal Poly Radiation Safety Specialist

Anti-Iranian protest fizzles
BY CATHY SPKARNAK
D a lly E d ito ria l A s s is ta n t

What if somebody held a protest
and nobody came except the press?
That was almost the case
Tuesday morning when a group of
about 12 Cal Poly students con
verged on a quiet lawn in front of
Jesperson Hall on campus to
protest Iranian students' activities
in Tehran where 60 Americans are
being held hostage in the American
embassy for jhe return of deposed
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.
Members of the area's media
swarmed around the small band of
demonstrators soon after the group
rounded the corner of Jesperson
Hall, an athletic residence dorm on
the west end of campus near

Mustang Stadium. The group
looked amazed as representatives
from television stations KCOY and
KSBY, radio stations KATY,
KVEC, KCPR, and TelegramTribune and Mustang Daily
reporters fired questions at them
and clicked their cameras.
The disorganized group of
protestors, carrying small signs
emblazoned with “ Save America—
Nuke Iran” and “ Drown the Oil
Rats," said they marched to
campus from Stenner Glen. One
protestor said the group had hoped
to gather support along the way,
but were greeted mostly by smiles.
One d e m o n s tra to r , Greg
O'Hara, said he was not disap

Chalked graffiti marking the steps bet
ween Engineering West and Computer
Science buildings illustrates students'

pointed by the lack of a turnout for
the anti-Iran rally.
“ We really didn’t think there’d
be that many people,” said the
freshman political science major
adding, “ at least we’re expressing
our opinions.” O'Hara said the
group publicized the rally by word
of mouth, he said the group was
out to get support for a “ future
demonstration” on Thursday at 11
a.m.
Although they condoned the fact
that Iranian students at Cal Poly
had kept a low profile since the
Tehran incident began 10 days ago,
most of the protesters said they
wanted all Iranian students
deported
See Protest, page 4
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feelings toward the recent seige of the
American embassy in Iran.

larger than the area being X-rayed.
That, said Taylor, is an infracation
under state law.
Besides having a light field which
is smaller than the X-ray area, such
as Cal Poly, the opposite situation
may also occur, said Taylor. With a
light field smaller than the location
“ shot,” over-radiation of the body
may occur.
Taylor said the Health Center
has been unable to get the machine
fixed thus far, but that does not
mean students are receiving ab
normal doses.
The inspector, who holds a
bachelor’s degree in engineering
physics and a master’s in nuclear
physics, said an overdose of
radiation could occur if technicians
using the machine did not know of
the malfunction. Because the X-ray
area in the machine is smaller than
the light field, it might have to be
“ re-shot” to get full exposure of
the intended area. Hence, “ over
irradiation” occurs.
Such is not the case at Cal Poly
Health Center, said Taylor. He said
Technician Gail Carey, who
handles the machine, was informed
in June of the malfunction and had
since compensated for it. As a
result, the radiation specialist
claimed, no "re-shots” were taken.
Heal'h Center Medical Officer
Thomas Collins agreed with Taylor
that students have not been overirradiated.
“ We are quite safe in the world
of radiation,” Collins said.
“ We are the last ones in the
world who would want to hurt
anybody.”
Collins said he hoped students
would not be hesistant about using
Health Center facilities and
speculated such a situation could be
their greatest tragedy.
But Taylor said another tragedy

is the mis-use of X-ray machines
outside the campus community.
Taylor, who worked for more than
three years in Florida as a radiation
safety specialist, said X-ray
machines are the best tool in in
ternal medicine Because of this,
the machines often malfunction
without the doctor’s knowledge of
the problem.
While the X-ray equipment is
inspected every six months at Cal
Poly, Taylor said he doubts as
much inspections occur in San Luis
Obispo city or the state. The
specialist said state radiation safety
inspectors are overloaded and
cannot reach all machines every
year.
A survey of San Luis Obispo
medical centers reveals differing
inspection periods.
Both Sierra Vista and French
Hospitals are inspected by Dale
Beckstrand, clinic spokespersons
said. Technician Robert Slaughter
of
F rench
H o sp ita l
said
Beckstrand, a Long Beach
physician, inspects the facility’s
machines every six months, r
John Newland, technician at
Sierra Vista, said Beckstrand in
spects machines there every six
months also.
At San Luis Obispo County
General Hospital. X-ray machines
are inspected every year, said
technician lla Gove.
But Doug Parton of the San Luis
Medical Center said machines at
that clinic are inspected about once
every two years. The last in
spection, he said, was Fall, 1978.
C arol Luther, radiological
technician for California Medical
Center, said the last inspection of
X-ray equipment at the center was
done about two years ago. She said
they are due for another inspection
about the beginning of 1980.

Schankel leads pack

Runners n at’l champs
BY GREGOR ROBIN
DaHy Sports Editor

Cal Poly’s cross country team
ran away with the Division II
National title on Saturday at UC
Riverside underscoring second
place finisher Cal State Sacramento
45-108
Jim Schankel led the Mustang
team to its second consecutive
national title covering the 10,000
meter course with a winning time of
29:42. Schankel held off UC
Riverside rival Steve Alvarez and
Central Missouri State’s Mark
Curp to finish one second off the
NCAA Division II 10,000 meter
cross country record. His victory
qualified him as well as fourth
place finisher Danny Aldridge and
sixth place finisher Eric Huff to run
in the Divison I Nationals. That
race will take place in Bethlehem,
Pennsylnania Monday Nov. 19.
Terry Gibson, Manny Bautista
and Ivan Huff placed in the top 25
so they, as well as Schankel.
Aldridge and Eric Huff will be
crowned NCAA Division II AllAmericans.
Coach Steve Miller said that the
favored Mustangs’ winning per
formance was probably expected.
“ There is an unusual feeling
about being the favorite and having
every single person at the meet

See Champs, page 5

Jim Schankel
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Letters

Faulty x-ray
Editor:
Concerning Mary Kirwan’s article on Xray machines, in particular at the Cal Poly
Health Center, I feel some clarifications are
in order. However, instead of rebuking
Kirwan for apparently re-constructing or re
arranging some of my quotes out of context,
let me commend her for stimulating some
public awareness, via the Mustang Daily, to
a very serious and widespread general
problem outside Cal Poly. Unfortunately
our Health Center, its X-ray department and
the insignificant infraction were unjustly
victimized in the quest for an example. In
reality they probably have the safest X-ray
machines in the city.
But then, Mary cautioned me at the onset
on not being thoroughly up on the subject
and hoped to pin down the interview
correctly. Nonetheless, I cannot chastise
members of the press regardless of
misquotes. Were it not-Ofor their kind of
overall courage, Nixon would still be in the
White House, we’d still be in Vietnam and
probably Nazi Germany would still be in
Europe.
But First, let me assuage this miscon
ception about one of our Health Center’s Xray units. We don’t have a radiation leakage
or ‘escaping’ problem. What exists is a small
(soon to be corrected) collimation disparity
between the aligning light field and X-ray
field. Ironically it exhibits an actual safer
condition for exposures in that the X-ray
field is smaller than the light field. What 1
said was that it must carry the label of an
infraction since the disparity could cause
corner cutting on the X-ray film, thereby
necessitating a retake by a possible un
familiar X-ray technician (and indirectly
constituting an unnecessary exposure—and
that implies excessive). But our X-ray techs
are very competent, are well aware of the
disparity and know precisely how to com
pensate for it.
Also what I did say was that this type of
disparity could, with some other machine,
just as easily be in the other direction (i.e.
with the X-ray larger than the light)—which
is far more serious. In fact, this condition
and other far more serious infractions are
running rampant with X-ray machines
throughout our state and nation. What I was
hoping for, by grasping at this fiecting in
terview, was to focus on just this very point.
What is also painfully apparent from any
of this, especially in these times' of hyper
sensitivity over radiation, is not so much the
hazards from but the misunderstandings
about it. For this, myself and others like me
must shoulder much of the blame. Our role
is not just limited to radiation protection but
radiation education as well. In that vein, my
premise here was to emphasize the
recognition by everyone that diagnostic
medical X-radiation constitutes, by far, the
largest (an order of magnitude over any
other) source of man-REMs to the populace
and that we can’t afford to take lightly the
existing plethora of errors surrounding these
radiation-producing machines.
Facetious remarks aside concerning ex
cessive use of diagnostic medical X-ray, my
intention was not to malign the medical
profession. Here again, I was merely
dramatizing a reality—personally ex
perienced previously as an X-ray inspector
for the state of Florida (a microcosm of
California). For I’m sure no surgeon would
ever compromise the immediate health of a
patient nor risk a malpractice suit over the
diagnosis for an urgently needed operation
without the use of the X-ray as a valuable
tool.
Also, just as one can’t expect a surgeon to
take out valuable time to swab down his own
operating room, one similarly can’t expect
M.D.s to constantly monitor for every error
in the performance of their X-ray units.

That’s why it is incumbent upon the
cognizant state and federal inspection
agencies to stay on top of this responsibility
of ensuring that all medical X-ray machines
are safe for use by the medical profession.
Actually this is the other point of which I’d
hoped to make people aware—namely the
inability of these federal and state agencies
to perform an adequate and effectual in
spection function. Their effort, noble as it
may be, is one of hopeless despair. Here too,
intention was not to disparage their
profession, but to merely point out that they
are hopelessly understaffed, overworked,
and low-budgeted.
1 ended the interview leaving the thought
that although there are very good arguments
for closing down nuclear power plants just as
there are for grounding the airlines (after a
major accident), let’s not overlook the
carnage on our highways due to automobiles
nor the hazards from the many aberrant Xray machines. These latter are real and with
us day to day. To do without their associated
services would be plain silly. But what’s so
tragic is that they also make poor newscopy.
Alex O. Taylor
Cal Poly Radiation Protection Specialist
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Editor:
The article by Mary Kirwan in Thursday’s
Mustang Daily about X-ray use at the
Health Center needs clarification and
correction. Almost every paragraph contains
misstatements and quotations out of
context from a lengthly interview with Alex
Taylor. He is submitting for your attention a
letter covering these. The major point I
would like to make is that Cal Poly students
are not receiving excessive doses of radiation
due to a faulty X-ray machine. In fact, they
are receiving the smallest amount of Xradiation necessary for good diagnosis as
administered by very competent radiation
technologists.
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the minimal risks of our X-ray studies versus
the potential benefits of a correct diagnosis
and treatment. The statement that “ there is
not a doctor who wouldn’t diagnose athlete's
foot without taking an X-ray” is blatant
slander. No doctor would order an X-ray for
such a purpose.
We know that there seems to be little
precedent for rational behavior in this world,
but we had hoped to find an increased in
cidence of rational behavior on a college
campus. Mary Kirwan’s article does much to
dash the hope we had of finding it in the
Mustang Daily. In reality, her article does
great injustice not to the Health Center, but
to the profession of journalism. It could not
be the work of a professional, for such a
journalist would thoroughly investigate an
issue at its source, especially considering the
potential ramifications of such writing. It
could interfere with the health of our
students. We are concerned that students,
upon reading Mary Kirwan’s article, may
delay coming to the Health Center for
diagnosis and treatment of diseases that can
potentially cause suffering and pain.
We recommend that the Mustang Daily
editors more carefully review the articles
they expect to print for accuracy of factual
information. We also expect that as
professionals they will print a proper
retraction of Mary Kirwan’s article.
Remember the New York Times motto—
"AITthe News That's Fit To Print," not
“ All the News That Fits We Print!”
Daniel Small, M.D.
David Ralston, M.D.
Editor:
In reference to the photograph and ac
companying article appearing on the front
page of the Mustang Daily, Thursday Nov. 8
entitled, “ Students'May Suffer from Faulty
X-ray” by Mary Kirwan.
I bitterly resent my picture being used in
connection with this feature story. It is full
of erroneous and misleading statements.
Judging from the remarks I have received
with regard to the photograph it implies that
1 am in agreement with the contents of this
article. This is not true. 1 was not consulted.
This photograph was taken under false
pretenses. I would never have given my
permission for the photograph to be used
accompanying such an irresponsible pi^ce of
journalism, and I consider it an infringement
of my rights.
Gail Carey
radiologic technologist
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The article demonstrates once more the
problems the press has with dealing with a
fairly complex technical subject. The result
seems to be directed toward sensationalizing
rather than informing.
By way of informing, hopefully:
We maintain on campus a continuous
program of monitoring, surveying, and
control of all radiation sources. Alex Taylor
is the radiation protection specialist in this
program and he has responsibility for the
detailed, day-to-day safety aspects. The
overall responsibility for the operation of the
program is that of the university radiation
safety officer who reports to a universitywide committee composed of representatives
of each school or division utilizing
radioactive materials or radiation machines.
The philosphy of the program is that we
concern ourselves with reducing radiation
exposures of all users to levels far below
those permitted ,by federal and state agen
cies. As an educational institution we believe
it’s particularly important to invest a great
deal of time and effort to be a model of
optimal safety in the use of radiation. At the
same time, it is important to maintain a
balance so that beneficial radiation uses not

&
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be unduly restricted.
It is certainly vital for the press to
publicize real problems or mistakes which
will keep the responsible public agencies on
their toes, but it negates this function when a
non-problem is sensationalized and, as a
consequence, very real problems may be
created in that people may be afraid to avail
themselves of services which may be im
portant to their continued health.
Arthur Z. Rosen
Radiation Safety officer
Editor:
The article by Mary Kirwan, "Students
may suffer from faulty X-ray” in the Nov. 8
issue of the Mustang Daily deserves a firm
response. As physicians at the Health Center
we find it important to point out the
dangerous misrepresentations and errors it
contains.
1. There is no significant radiation leak
from the X-ray equipment we use. If such a
leak existed Alex Taylor, the radiation safety
officer, would have notified us first, not the
Mustang Daily. In reality, the collimator
mentioned in the article is malfunctioning—
however, it is actually allowing less radiation
to be emitted than should be by ap
proximately one percent. Thus students are
getting less radiation, not more.
2. We, as physicians, are very aware of the
bad effects of irradiation; that is why we
order X-rays judiciously, always weighing

Editor:
Your story in the Nov. 1, 1979 issue of the
Mustang Daily entitled "Academic Senate
Opposes General Ed Proposal” stated that I
was “ speaking in favor of the resolution”
which argued that an increase from 60 to 72
quarter units of general education “ would
not be in the best interest of the majority of
students at Cal Poly.” While I did not view
the number 72 as sacrosanct I was in fact
speaking against the resolution.
Similarly, the statement that I "predicted
another ‘Custer’s last stand on this
university campus and throughout the CSl/C
system’ if an increase in GE requirements
were adopted” is incorrect. What I said was
that on two levels it appeared appropriate to
use the analogy of Custer’s Last Stand
Within the Cal Poly Academic Senate
faculty, those who supported an increase in
GE requirements would be repeatedly
defeated. Second, that the majority positon
in the Academic Senate would similarly lose
out further up the line.
Dr. Richard Kranzdorf

Daily policy
The policy of Mustang Daily regarding
letters and submitted material such as letters
and press releases outside of the newspaper
staff is as follows:
Letters should be submitted to the
Mustang Daily office in Graphic Arts
building 226, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays or
by mail to Editor, Mustang Daily, GrC 226,
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407Letters must include the writer’s signature
and social security number.
Editors reserve the right to edit letters for
length, style and libel. Letters should be kept
as brief as possible. Inordinately long letters
will not be printed.
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man’s home is another’s castle

Along the majestic cliffs of
Shell Beach lies someone’s
castle. And walking through
the wrought iron gate to this
"castle" is like taking a step
into another period of time.
A brick walkway leads up
to the English-style Tudor
house. Ivy covers the wall,
and lace curtains are hung
neatly in each window.
The two-story house is
s u rro u n d e d
by
m any
luxurious features — neatly
trimmed lawns, gardens of
flowers and vegetables, a
windmill, swimming pod,
greenhouse, a lighthouse and
the ocean.
Ownei Cliff Chapman has
lived in the house for 14
years. Chapman is the owner
of Marshalls Jewelers in San
Luis Obispo.
Chapman is not the first
owner of the house, which
was built in 1930. No one
had lived in the house for two
and a half years before he
bought it. Chapman has not
made any changes from its
original form.
"It was a bit run down and

overgrown (the yard) whcp 1
bought the house," he said.
" I just brought it back (b life
and restored!!.”
Since h^ moved in.
Chapman has made some
a d d i t i o n s —the
pool,
greenhouse, solarium and
library.
In front of the house is a
brick fish pond in the iniddle

of the yard. The pond, Is full
of goldfish and earp. ‘Blue
tile lines the ingidr of the
pond and wgftedjmet jL fords
sit on to p o f the pond walL
Green lyafy plains and
shrubs fill every spot in the
yard. Chapman said he has
no idea how many different
plants there are because there
is such a wide variety. of

green mosses and foliage
covering
the
grounds.
Everything is green. The soil
is kept very moist.
Chapman does not employ
gny gardeners or outside help
to upkeep his yard. He does
the gardening since plants
and flowers are a big interest
of his.
Another brick pathway
leads up to an archway
covered with English ivy.
Through this archway is a
greenhouse. Along the walls
are shelves of assorted
plants. Chapm an raises
begonias there in the spring
time.
from a trellis.
A lighthouse stands out on
the cliff, and a stone which
Chapman calls the "sea
wall" outlines the cliffs
edge Looking over the side,
the roaring waves crashing
against the cliff wall can be
seen.
The lighthouse which was
built in I94g, isn’t working.
Chapman said it is used as a
chart point.
A windmill sits beside the

pool. It originally pu lp ed
sea water into the pool.
Chapman said.
There are 18 rooms in
Chapman's house, which is
furnished with antiques and
marble statues. Chapman
has no favorite place in the

house. He said they are all
special to him.
" I enjoy each room
depending on my m ood," he
said. “ I get a view of either
the ocean or garden from
each of the room s." *

Story by Cindy Huang
' Photos by Seanna Browder
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Protest
—
page

From
1
“ We’re sick and tired of
America getting pushed
around by little countries like
Iran,” said 21-year-old Jim
W itty. “ It’s time for
America to take a stand,’’
M om ents
a fte r
the
demonstrators appeared, two
campus police officers
arrived at the calm but
confused scene. Officer Ron
Larsen informed the group
they must have a permit to
march on campus.
“ Don’t start out here on

your own and start a
protest,” said Larsen, who
told the group that protests
must be confined to the “ free
speech areas” of campus—
the University Union Plaza
and the library lawn.
Witty and one other
protester then set out for the
Administration Building to
get a protest permit, while
other members stayed behind
and answered questions from
the press and onlookers.
One passerby, student
Barton Wilson, challenged
the group’s right to hold a

W ednesday
IS CAL POLY NIGHT

protest. Wilson said he felt
American protests against
Iran endangered the lives of
the people held captive in
Tehran.
“ I’m not against stating
your opinion as long as what
you say is within reason,"
said the freshman business
administration major. He
continued: “ This movement
here was not planned very
well.” Wilson said he felt the
media could easily blow the
situation out of proportion.
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O’Hara said the group was
sim ply
voicing
th eir
discontent with the way
Iranians
are
handling
demands for the Shah.
“ They’re (the Iranians)
expressing their views in a
violent way and I think we
can express ours in a
peaceful one.”
When O ’Hara was asked if
he would be willing to be
arrested to support his antiIranian views, he said he felt
a peaceful march would not
result in any arrests.
“ I’tq not into going to
jail—I’ve got a midterm at
1:30,” he said.
At 12:10 p .m . the Poly student Mark Doig holds anti-Iranian sign during 12 man protest held
protestors disbanded, with In front of Heron Hall Tuesday at 11 a.m.
tentative plans for holding a
rally on Thursday during
university hour.
In a telephone con
versation later that af
The National Organization
The proposal, modeled
SACRAMENTO (AP) —
ternoon, Witty confirmed
that he had obtained per Saying "marijuana is here to for the Reform of Marijuana after an Alaskan law, needs
mission to march from stay ,’* a pro-marijuana Laws (NORML) said it had signatures of at least 346.119
ann o u n ced
an filed the initiative with the voters by May I to make the
Jesperson Hall to the U.U. g ro u p
Plaza on Thursday morning initiative campaign Tuesday attorney general’s office, the ballot. NORML said it
at 11 a m and stage a quiet to scrap penalties for private first step toward putting the would seek at least 600,000
a d u lt possessio n and measure on the November signatures to insure it had
demonstration.
1980 ballot.
cultivation of pot.
enough valid ones.

Pro pot group begins drive

* * * * * TO A M L A * *

Everyone with a student I.D. will receive
SI .00 off the price of a redwood tub full of
hot, bubbling mineral water. Bring the
entire dorm , fraternity, sorority or all your
friends!!!
SaveSSSI!!!
Please call for reservations

M IKE'S
COPT BOOM

595-7302
For your convenience w e are

"A C o M k K T i C o p y i n g S

e r v ic e

B irth C o n tro l W o rksh o p

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY.

MOTOROLA
S E M IC O N D U C T O R GROUP

W h a t a G re a t P lac e
To S pend th e Rest
of Y o u r C a re e r!
Bring your imagination, your education, and your suntan oil to the
sunny Southwest, to our...

Every Wednesday 3 to 4:30 in
the Health Center Conference
Room. To help men and women
choose a contraceptive method
suited to their lifestyle. Ad
vantages, disadvantages, ef
fectiveness and side effects
will be discussed.

If the initiative qualifies, it
will be the second time in this
decade that voters will be
asked to lower marijuana
penalties. A 1972 initiative
was rejected 2-1.
But Gordon Brownell.
NORML’s western director,
said public opinion had
changed sharply in the last
seven yean, so that a
majority o f Californians now
support more lenient pot
laws.
He said that in a statewide
poll earlier this year S8
percent of thoae questioned
favored at least some easing
o f penalties. Forty-two
percent supported legal-
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Photography classes o ffered

Initial guide to taking photos
BYLOR&N
SCHNEIDERMAN

Howell, “ because it offers
industrial shots to the very
OaNy SlaN Writer
scenic.”
When looking for a new
Howell sgid that most of
creative hobby or just a the students who are able to
therapeutic escape from the get into the crowded classes
mindless moments between are usually biology, or
m id-term s, photography namental horticulture and
could be a very soothing architecture students, but the
release.
*
classes are not limited to
Cal Poly offers a wide those majors.
For the beginner, Howell
range of photography classes
to teach students how to take said there are a few problems
their own pictures. Many of that must be overcome.
the classes are for advanced Vocabulary is the largest
photographers, but there are problem. Many students, he
two classes that might in said, are afraid with all the
photographic jargon.
terest the novice.
"Another problem the
Robert Howell, basic
photography instructor, said beginner might find is in
that the introduction to terpreting a color scene for
and
white
photography and basic b l a c k
photography classes will photography,” he said.
teach beginners how to
Photography is a technical
compose a picture, develop j art, with its most basic tool
negatives, print enlargements the camera. Students may
and control lighting con shy away from photography
because of the cost, but with
ditions.
‘.
“ Cal Poly is a good place careful shopping the cost is
to learn photography,” said not unbearable.

Dennis Johansen of Jim’s
C a m p u s C a m e r a s in
downtown San Luis Obispo
said that ' the student
photographer is in a “ builtin situation.” He said that
students have cameras
available to them at school so
they, do not need to invest a

large amount of money at
first.
Johansen said that many
s t u d e n t s fi nd A pding
equipment a very economical
practice.
Don Wells of Cal Photo
said that he sells cameras to
fit the photographer. He said
that he takes four things into
account before selling a.
camera.
The first is the age of the
photographer, the second is
whether this is their first
camera, the third is the in

expecting certain things from
your team..>well, I don’t
think we disappointed
anyone including ourselves,”
he said.
The only disappointment
resulting from the meet
might be the loss of Cal
Poly’s top four runners
because they have used up
their eligibility. Schankel,
Aldridge, Huff and Bautista
will compete in track this
season, but Division II cross
country has come to an end
for the foursome.
The
highlight
of
Schankel’s career so far has
to be last season’s Division II
record- setting runs in the
5,000 and 10,000 meter track
events, his first place finish
in the Division II cross
country meet and his eighth
place finish in the Division I
National meet. He is a seven
time Division 11 AllAmerican.
Aldridge ran eighth in the
1978 Division II National
cross country meet and
became the NCAA Division
II. record holder and

champion in the 1,500 meter
track event. He is a five time
Division II All-American.
Aldridge was also a member
of USC’s Division I Track
and Field championship
team of 1976. He will
compete in track this season
as a track club runner
because his track eligibility is
used up.
Eric Huff came thnangb
with probably his best cross
country effort ever in the
national meet last Saturday,
buL.Jve. surprised everyone
last season when he came off
a knee injury to place third in
the Division II 5,000 meter
track event at that nationals.
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BRAKE INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
• Inspect all lining! and/or disc pad*
J jg c
• Ad)uat brakes to manufacturer's specs
| *f
• Check fluid reservoir and
igoodttuu Dec ismi
fill as necessary
(some models aiigtitiy higher)
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WINTERIZE YOUR CAR NOW!
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• Back flush and inspect cooling system
• Pressure test • Block check
• Fill with premium glycol coolant
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VW TUNE UP SPECIAL
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• Adlusi engine valves, make dwell.
* v
Imosl carsl
liming and cartuirator adfuatmanla
(good
thru
Dec ISIhl
• Replace valve covar gaskala
• Kepl.n rmenl ol S|u»rk Plugs. Iquit. , .1 Punur., And
• Thorough road tssl
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JAPANESE 4 CYLINDER TUNE UP SPECIAL
• Replacemsnt of spark plugs, ignition
points, and condensor
• Ocilloacope angina analysis
• Emission control ayalam last
• Thorough road leaf
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Sleek Stunning Silvery let there s even more beauty to tms
shimmering 'etillabie per man meets the eye insifle this sothy
brushed body we give yc
finest features of the famous Pilot
Razor Point marker pen A marvelous ex.ra fine point (the thinnest
refillable you can buy) Pius the unique Pilot metal ’ collar’ to help
keep that point sfuruy beautiful pen Beautiful pnee the Pilot
Razor Point Classic only S4 98 Fasy to reploce refills at only 79C
are avcilrithe ........■ i.»ur -■ and green
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E lectrical E ngineering
and
C om puter Science M ajors

U’lLOT
M o n than ju st s o rm lh in n to » n u w ith .

Son F rancisco Bay Area C om putar and C om puterized
Telephone Equipm ent M an u factu rer te a k s talen ted
ind ividu als in terested in:

“ We s ta n d b e h in d o u r w o r k ”

• m icroprocessor Applications

ANNUAL S P E C IA L -

CALCULATOR

M AJO H

National Semi-Conductor
#835 A
O u r tuccewfui ttu d e n ti represent

1/3 or U S A

be serviced across the
country. Many brands of
cameras are next to im
possible to find parts for, he
said.
'
M an y
3 5-mi ll imet er
earners sell for over $2000,
but the average cost is
between $250 and $350.
Johansen said that the most
expensive camera in his store
is a Hasselblad which sells
for $3000.

5 4 3 -6 4 7 4
D O N T MISS THESE SPECIALS!

ll\j T IM O A N
JC f

tentions of the buyer and the
fourth is whether the buyer
has any preferences already.
“ Most people buy Nikon,
PentaX, Olympus or Canon
cameras," he said, “ because
they are all very flexible and
have com patible equip
ment.”
When buying a camera, he
said, a photographer should
pick one that has in
terchangeable lenses and can

^

Champs—
From page 1

.Consum er

p et a hand-held calculatdr F R E E when you buy a
Shell Fire & lcer oil change, oil filter, air filter and
lubrication from Ski's Shell.

• Digital and Analog Daaign
• CPU and Memory Design
4 Real Tima Systems Software
• Data Communications Software
• System Programming Languages
• Hardware/Softwara Interfacing
• Test Engineering

• rrooucuon cn y in stn n y
• Field Engineering

<

ROLM C o rp oratio n, located In S anta C lara,
C a lifo rn ia , has grown SO -1 0 0 % each year and
c u rren tly has 2000 em ployees. R O LM ’s Tele
com m unications D ivision Is th e leading indepen
dent s u p p lie r o f com puterized PBX’s (CBX) and
m icroprocessor co n tro lled telep ho nes. R O LM ’s
M il Spec C om putar D ivision o ffe rs a com plete
lin e o f rugged g eneral purpose m inicom puters.
Inclu ded in R O LM 's o utstan ding b en efits
package is a th ree m onth paid sabb atical a fte r
six years (and every seven years th e re a fte r).
Com pany paid tu itio n and tim e o ff fo r G raduate
Study at S tanfo rd , and fle x ib le w orking hours.

Offer expires Dec IS. 1974 Lim ited one per customer with coupon
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S tate officials urged to resign
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A former state appeals court
justice says California Chief
Justice Rose Bird and two
other controversial jurists
should step down from the
bench.

Wednesday, Noe. 14, H7>

( N ew sline j

Kane, 53, said Ms. Bird
should resign because “ the
respect of community for the
court is at an all-time low
right now,” and she is partly
responsible.

That low esteem comes in
the wake of an investigation
Robert Kane, who said he into allegations that some
resigned from the Court of Supreme Court decisions
Appeal in July because he were held up until after last
was unhappy with the state fall’s election to enhance the
of the judiciary, said the chief justice’s chances for
resignations of Ms. Bird, voter confirmation.
Supreme Court Justice Frank
Newman and Court of
Halvonik should resign
A p p eal
Ju st ic e
P au l because o f the felony
Halvonik would be a “ great marijuana charges against
public service.”
him, Kane said.

Four Iranians released from jail

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — re c e p tio n for foreign
Four Iranian students jailed students at the governor’s
since Friday for allegedly mansion. Two were arrested
plotting to kidnap Minnesota Inside the mansion and the
Gov. Al Quie were released other two in a car near the
Reagan enters presidential bid
today without being charged. mansion.
Foley said there had been
The release came shortly
NEW YORK ' (AP) - completes a field of 10
before a noon deadline for no pressure from the federal
Former California Gov. seeking the 1980 Republican
filing charges against the government in the case and
Ronald Reagan launched his ' nomination,
Reagan's 30-minute an f o u r M a n k a t o S t a t e said it was his decision as
third bid for the Republican
nouncement
speech,taped on University students, said prosecutor to release the
presidential nom ination,
Ramsey County Attorney students.
entering, the race Tuesday as Monday, was to be shown at Tom Foley.
He said he believes law
the party’s acknowledged 7:30 p.m. EST in most parts
enforcement
agencies acted
Foley
told
reporters
here
of the nation. A five-minute
front-runner.
version was to be broadcast that there had been good p r o p e r l y and without
The 68-year-old former as a commercial on CBS later cause to arrest the Iranians overreaction when the arrests
movie star has been a leader in the evening.
but not sufficient evidence to were made last Friday. “ Our
of the GOP’s conservative
Reagan will embark on a formally charge them. “ This information was accurate,”
block for more than a five-day, 12-city campaign is still an active in Foley said. •
Police said they recovered
decade. His candidacy swing that will take him to vestigation,” he said.
two
shotguns and a handgun
The
students,'
Hormoz
most of the early-primary
states. He also scheduled a Asadi, 32, Hady Heidary, from the car. Foley said the
news conference for Wed 35, Feraidonoon Ghodoosi, guns were not loaded, but
nesday
morning
in 29. and Mohammad Noori, there was ammunition found
34, were arrested during a in the vehicle.
Washington.
Reagan first sought the
GOP nomination in 1968, N ew policy to a ffe c t Iranians
and in 1976 he nearly
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Carter ordered the Justice
wrestled the prize from
to begin
President Gerald R. Ford, Attorney General Benjamin D e p a r t m e n t
proceedings
carrying his challenge all the R. Civiletti today formally deportation
way to the floor of the GOP ordered all Iranian students against any students who are
in the United States to report violating the terms of their
convention in Kansas City.
Reagan’s entry rounds out to immigration authorities visas.
There are approximately
the long list of major-party within 3Q days or face
50,000 Iranian students in
challengers seeking to deny possible deportation.
On instructions from the country.
President Carter a second
Administration officials
term. Democratic contenders President Carter, Civiletti
Sen. Edward Kennedy and issued an order requiring said it may be difficult to
C a l i f o r n i a ’s
c u r r e n t Iranian students to show that actually deport any Iranians
governor, Edmund G. Brown they are enrolled as full-time promptly and that the new
Jr., kicked off their cam students in the United States, policy is intended in part to
placate U.S. citizens.
as required by their visas.
paigns last week.
T7"---'
.
/
Carter plans to announce
his candidacy for re-election
Food airlift o rd ered by C arter
on Dec. 4.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Indochinese refugee camps in
The major Republican
hopefuls include George President Carter, acting at Thailand.
Rosalynn Carter, who
and Sen. Howard his wife’s behest, ordered an
as well as John immediate U.S. airlift of visited the camps last week,
Connolly and Sen. Robert special food for children and announced the presidential
other supplies Tuesday to action when she detailed her
Dnk.
recommendations
for
helping thousands of sick
and starving refugees.
“ We cannot lose time.”
she told a White House
gathering of executives from
international relief agencies.
“ The situation is urgent.”
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WED0NT TAKE
SHORTCUTSWHENWEMAKE
MID-LENGTHSKIS.
Olin mid-lengths
from Mountain Air
Sports combine the
stability and carving
precision of fulllength skis with the
handling ease of
shorter skis.
All Olin Skis are built
to the same high-quality
standards to deliver
outstanding
performance O l ! \ S h l ‘
and
durability..

$235.00
Other skis
from $130.00
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SPORTS
Helping you meet the challenge.
858 Higuera, San Luis Obispo, 543-1676
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• Nikon
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A Student Housing Complex
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Swimming Pool!
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Walking for her senior project
BY MEG McCONAHEY
Dally Stall Wrltar

It started out as a test of
p h y sical sta m in a bu t
u ltim a te ly
b ecam e a
testament to the courage of
Margie Wessell and her faith
in people.
The 22-year-old English
major retraced the steps of
the Franciscan fathers in a
110-mile walk from Mission
San Luis Obispo to Mission
Santa Barbara in an effort to
demonstrate that women can
have adventure alone—and
that there aren't wicked
people behind every bend in
the road waiting to assault
female travelers.
Wessell made the walk in
conjunction with ho’ senior
project.
“ 1 didn't want to do some
analysis of an author’s style
that will lie dead in the
library,” she explained. " I
wanted to do something
alive. 1 wanted to burst out
into the world with what 1
had gained.”
So Wessell set out on
Highway 101 with a fortypound pack and a notebook
hanging by a string around
her neck, intent upon testing
herself ‘‘against fairly
spontaneous odds.” The
results of that test, she
determined, would become
material for a magazine
article she would write and
attempt to sell to various
publications—a two-edged
experience in life and the type
of writing she hopes to
devote her talents to after
graduation.
Wessell said she is
d isc o u ra g e d w ith the
strictures placed on women
that keep them from
traveling alone.

“ I wanted to see if the
world out there was that bad
or were people just talking
out of their own fears,” she
said.
El Camino Real may be
only a microcosm of the
world, but it was challenging
enough to a young woman
who decided to walk half the
distance home to, Los
Angeles after classes ad
journed at Cal Poly last
June.
Wessell planned her trip
carefully, however, traveling
the route by car beforehand
and arranging to stay with
local residents or at camp
sites at ~ each o f her
prospective ports of call. She
planned how far she would
travel each day and where
she would stay each night.
The entire journey would
ta k e eig h t d a y s, she
calculated.
Wessell described her first
few steps each morning on
the road as exhilarating.
"The sea breeze would
splash
across
my
cheeks...nothing was binding
me,” she recalled. “ I began
to notice things I hadn't
noticed before. All five of
my senses were touched as
well as my perceptions of
time and space.”
Although she said most of
the people she encountered
on her eight-day odyssey
were kind and supportive,
Wessell
took
every
precaution not to invite
trouble. She walked along
the side of the road against
traffic or on access roads
skirting the highway. Her
costum e was the least
seductive she could devise—
baggy trousers and shirt to
hide her feminine propor

tions and a boy's cap to stuff
her copper-colored hair into.
She also prepared herself
physically through exercise
and conditioning for two
months before the journey.
Wessell said one of her
main rules of thumb during
the walk was not to ask locals
the distance to the next town.
Invariably
they
miscalculated, and Wessell
said their judgements were
always less than the actual
distance because traveling 60
miles per hour by car makes
a distance seem much shorter
than if you’re walking three
miles per hour with a 40pound backpack.
Wessell said one o f the
most astounding revelations
of her experience was the
way people were constantly
reaching out to her.
‘‘I’d never been kissed by
so many strangers,” she
marvelled'.
Wessell remembered the
first time she was so touched
by a stranger.
Wessell said she had

stopped at a horse show to
rest her feet when she sud
denly heard a voice direct
itself to her from behind a
cables pool. Wessell in
vestigated and found the
voice belonged to *‘a
stunning
66-year-old
woman” who asked her if
she were working on some
kind of project.
Wessell then recalled that
the woman "proceeded to
spout her philosophy about
man and knowledge."
The two women, one
young and one old, talked
for awhile, and then the older
woman left Wessell with
these words of e n 
couragement:
“ I know you’re going to
make it because you have the
strength.”
Wessell said she reached
out her hand to the old
woman then to say good-bye.
“ She took both of my
hands and kissed them ." the English major Margie Wessell walked over 100
young traveller said with miles to Santa Barbara as part of her senior
amazement.
project.
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offers all Japanese import car owners a FREE 12
i
point safety inspection on Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 14th I
& 15th. They w ill inspect:
1
1. ENGINE OPERATION: carburator, ignition, drive j
belt, filters
]
2. ELECTRICAL: battery, alternator, cables
|
3. TRIM WIPERS & MIRRORS
I
4. LIGHTS
I
5. SMOG EMISSION: HC/OC levels, air pump. PVC {
vALVE
!
6. AIR CONDITIONING: fluid levels, hoses, leak
,
check.
i
7. COOLING SYSTEM:radiator hoses, pressure
|
test, coolant content
I
8. CHASIS: shocks, springs, ball joints, tires
I
9. BRAKES: linings, pedal, fluid level, cylinder
I
10. EXHAUST: muffler & pipes
|
11. STEERING ALIGNMENT
12. TRANSMISSION OPERATION: fluid level & clutch

j^And it's FREE! But you MUST make an appointment

SIERRA DATSUN

sana®

|

The F-16. A vital part o( the free world's air
defense capabilities and one of many exciting
high-technology programs at General
Dynamics These long range projects at our 15
operating divisions across the country provide
you diverse career paths in
Telecommunications. Electronics, Data
Products. Shipbuilding. Aerospace. Tactical
Weaponry and many other fields

Our representatives have already been on
your campus this fall If you did not have an
opportunity to talk to us. and would like to team
more about the F-16 and our other advanced
high-technology programs, send your resume
to. Corporate Director, College Relations

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION, CNK)
Pierre Laclede Center, St. Louis. MO 63105.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Blue-eyed souj
Palmer uses the best
of both music worlds
BY JIM HENDRY
Oalty Entertainment Welter

a series of highly acclaimed
album s,
starting
with
Sneakin’ Sally Through The
Alley and continuing through
Pressure Drop, Some People
Can Do What They Like and
Double Fun.

Robert Palmer is the best
of both worlds.
Combining rough, raw,
rock V roll and slinky
Motown rhythm and blues,
Palmer had a packed
With the largely female
Arlington Theater in Santa
audience crowded around the
Barbara hoppin’ and boppin’
stage, Palmer and his band
last Wednesday night to what
consisting of Pierre Brock
some critics arc calling blue
(bass), Donny Winn (drums),
eyed soul.
Kenny Mazur (guitar), and
But Planter sees his
musicaf role in more basic Jack Wildmans and Steve
Robbins
(keyboards)
terms.
launched into a series of
“ I’m a rock ‘n ’ roll singer. driving R&B numbers in
My audience is anyone who cluding his current hit Bad
wants to be entertianed and Case o f Lovin ’ You.
I’m not trying to tell them
As his band stood far
anything...except to be behind him, Palmer was the
optimistic. Now that I’m not focal point of the entire
just a cult figure audiences show. Standing centerstage
have accepted me. Having a with his matinee idol looks.
hit changed my perspective in Palm er encouraged the
just the right way,” he says.
audience to party along with
*
Touring to promote his him.
latest
album .
Secrets,
“ I’m primarily a singer,
Palmer’s show highlighted not a songwriter,” Palmer
his most popular songs from says. “ On my passport it

says for occupation ‘en
tertainer,’ so that’s what I
must be.”
One of the surprises of
evening was Palmer's ren
dition of Todd Rundgren’s
Can’t We Still Be Friends
which Palmer said he asked
Rundgren if he could do.
Ending His show with the
rocker Jealous, Palm er
exited as a Santa Barbara
audience howled for more.
Opening the show for
Palmer was guitarist Robben
Ford. A very
musician in his own right,
having toured with Tom
Scott and Joni Mitchell, Ford
is currently using hs vocal
abilities to launch a solo
career.
Screaming guitar leads
mixed with intricate jazz
melodies as Ford showed
why he is considered one of
the premier jazz guitarists
M uatw if Dally— Jfcn Hendry
living today. Only jazzman
Larry Carlton comes close to Robert Palmer breaks into his hit “Sneakin Sally Through the Alley” during
Ford’s excellence with the his performance in Santa Barbara last Wednesday night. (Insert) Guitarist
guitar.
Robben Ford.
\
_ • ______
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“HELP”
Levi Cord Bells
12.99
Is c le a n . Tha
s ty le Is g re a t. A nd th e
q u a lity Is L ev i's
th ro u g h an d th ro u g h .
C o m e In an d ch o o se
fro m an e x c itin g
o f c o lo rs ,
p ric e
o n ly.

PG&E needs bright.weli-educated
civil, electrical or mechanical
engineers to work on difficult and
complex problems.
The burden is heavy. The prob
lems are many. It’s our job to provide
enough energy for the essential
needs of the public and the tremen
dous environmental housecleaning
job that needs to be done in waste
recycling, smog-free rapid transit,
fume incineration, and water
purification. All of these tasks will
require large amounts of gas and
electric energy.

If you’re genuinely concerned
about people and the environment,
and are man or woman enough to
work for realistic solutions to near
impossible problems - PG&E would
welcome your help.
The pay is good and well give
you all the responsibility you can
handle. -• >
For an employment interview,
contact John Clemson, PG&E
Professional Employment Office,
245 Market Street, San Francisco,
c a 94106. P G t a r f E
An

Equal Opportunity Employer- men and women.

POOTHU. * SANTA ROSA MON-SAT 9:45-6:30
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Sports

Last chance 37 yard bomb wins it for Poly
IBSi i

by
BRIAN
BY
IRIANMILLER
MILLER
D ai* M aH VMMr

It was almost as if there
had been a script written to
produce a thrilling ending to
a see-saw game. And if there
was a hero, Dwight Allen
Crump played the role.
Crump’s acrobatic endzone catch with IMS
remaining in the game lifted
the Mustangs over the
Broncos of Cal Poly Pomona
38-34 Saturday night.
The 37 yard bomb capped
a Mustang drive that saw
them start at their own 37
and march 63 yards on two
plays. There was also the
assistance of a costly Bronco
penalty after a 12 yard gain
by Robbie Martin. The IS
yard penalty put the
Mustangs well into Pomona
territory where Mustang
quarterback Reid Lundstrom

hung
hungone
oneupuphoping
hopingCrumb
Crumb s<second quarter, Lundstrom
would run under it. He did, caught the Bronco secondary
juggling the ball with Bronco napping and connected with
defender Henry. Wilson Martin who leaped over a
before clutching onto it for defender for a 39 yard score
the game winning score. <
to put the Mustangs ahead
The win kept play-off for the first time at 14-13.
en de d
up
hopes int act for the L u n d s t r o m
Mustangs who now boast a completing six out of 13
7-2 record. Last week they passes for 123 yards. He
were rated seventh in NCAA needs 132 yards to become
Division II. Pom ona’s the all time leading passer for
season mark slipped to 3-6.
the Mustangs in one season.
The Mustangs upped the
Lundstrom stuck to a very
successful grourtd game first score 2I-I3 on Jim Colvin’s 2
using Paul Dickens, then yard drive. Colvin carried the
Louis Jackson to drive 73 ball five straight times from
yards in nine plays for the the Bronco 34 yard line to the
first Mustapg score. It turned end zone.
out to be a successful
After Pomona was forced
combination all evening for to punt, Dickens fumbled
the Mustangs as Dickens what was to be the only,
rushed 20 times for l IS yards fumble out of five the
and Jackson racked up 135 Mustangs lost. Seconds later
yards on 18 carries.
See Football, page 11
On the first play of the

KBER 14

The scoreboard and Tom Gllmartln’s (number 60) expression tell the whole
story near the end of Cal Poly’s thrilling victory over Cal Poly Pomona 38-34.

'• 7 & 9:15 pm.

UDITORIUM

P R IC E >91

bp th e A S I film * com m ittee

the

Pantone
thing Sys
Seminar
by Lstraset
Featuring:
LETRAFILM MATT

LETRASIGN

LETRASET MATT SOLVENT

Thur.N ovlS
JUST FOR A M Y .

PUT’EM

It you can live without
your cigarettes lor one
day. you might find you
can live without them
lorever So put em away
Just for a day Thursday
November 15

A CONCERT
FO RA
WINTER
NIGHT.

SUNDAY
DECEMBER 2
*

e n g m a s h a u d it o r iu m
JOHAN A MrPMEP
UNIVERSITY UNION CAL POtV
TWO SHOWS 7PM AND 10PM
AN ASI CO N CER TS PRODUCTION
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Sport&

Women’s volleyball
Demolish Pomona, CSLA
BY BRIAN MILLER
0*>y Staff WiNar

Coach Mike Wilton and
his women volleyballers
tuned up for their remaining
three matches by sweeping
Cal Poly Pomona on Friday
night and Cal State Los

Angeles on Saturday night.
Both were away matches.
Against Pom ona the
Mustangs were never really
threatened by the Broncos.
Scores of the three games
were 15-7, 15-10 and 15-5.
Wilton cited the defensive
efforts of Laurie Borgaro,

Electric & Manual
Portable Typewriters
RENTALS SALES *SERVICE
S E JOHNN Y3ESEESE5E5EEEE3EESE5E

NELSON OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Wendy Lewis and Becky
Bonsall.
On Saturday night they
started shaky against the
Diablos of Cal St. L.A, In
the first game the, score kept
switching hands and was tied
at nine.
“ We were really tense,”
said Wilton. “ Cal State had
n o t hi n g to lose and
everything to gain, so they
were going for it. I called a
time out at that point.”
The time out must have
done something as the
Mustangs took 36 out of the
next 38 points to end the
match. Scores were 15-9, 151 and 15-1.
Though they all payed
well, Ailccn Semonsen stood, Poly wrestler Chris Cain is in control of Tom Mount, another Mustang.
out, having 19 kills in 29 Cain—with his arm resting on the mat— went on to win this match.
attempts with only one error.
matches are away.'
Coming up this week the
Currently the Mustangs
Mustangs have Cal State sport a 5-4 conference record
Fullerton on the 15th, and remain in fourth place,
Scott Heaton pinned two 7-4; 142-Jeff Barksdale
followed by no. 5 ranked San identical to last years finish.
Diego State on the 16th, and Overall Cal Poly—in it’s first and dccirioned one as he put decisioned Jeff Flcury, 4-2;
they close the season with UC year of Division I play—is on a wrestling show as a 150-Craig Trozler decisioned
member of the losing Green Ray DeMoville 4-2; 158;
Irvine on the 17th. All 11- 8 .
team in an intrasquad match. Robert Kiddy decisioned Phil
The Green vs Gold Danko 15-6; 167 Scott
wrestling match Thursday H e a t o n p in ne d D a ri o
night decided who would be Slavazza, 1:04, pinned
on the Cal Poly varsity team Randy Lewis, 1:09, and
Benefits include: Educational
this season. Here is the result decisioned Jim Page, 12-3;
Stipend, All Academic Expanses,
177- Rick Worel decisioned
of
the matches:
Professional Salary, Employee
118-Cary Fisher decisioned Wayne Christian, 11-3; 190Benefits, Summer Employment.
Mitch Dolezal, 19-9; 126- Joe Davis decisioned Curt
Total Fellowship values range
default;
Don LeMelle decisioned Tad W iedenhoefer,
from $16,000 to $24,000 annually.
Overmire, 6-3; 134-Chris heavyweight-David Jack
If you're chosen for a Hughes
Cain decisioned Tom Mount pinned Carl Hulick, 1:05.
Fellowship, you will attend a selected

Intrasquad wrestling

Since 1937
690 Higuera St., S.L.O. 543-7347
HOURS:Mon.-Fri. 8.30-5.30,Sat. 9-12

100

Hughes
Fellowships

university under a work-study or
full-study plan. You’ll have the choice
dt a variety of technical assignments
through the engineering rotation
program. You’ll gam professional
experience with full-time summer and
part-time winter assignments in
Hughes engineering laboratories.
* Requirements: BS for Masters
Fellowship/ MS for Engineer or
Doctoral Fellowship/Acceptance in a
Hughes-approved graduate school/
U S Citizenship/Selection by the
Hughes Fellowship Committee
For information complete coupon
or write today toW»p n Aircraft C oupon,
Carpam l i M m n M ,O M c t

Southwood Christian Pre-School
3396 Johnson Ave. (N azarene Church)
offers year round fufl/half d ay licensed
Nursery School program for ages 2-6.
Experienced staff, delicious hot lunch,
ad eq u ate rest, happy environment, o n d j

Cvlvar CHy CA t* »0

will b e a w a d e d fo r
M a s te rs /E n g in e e r/D o c to ra l
D e g r e e s in th e fie ld s of:

A WIDER WORLD FOR YOUR
CHILD
|

leaning activities that grow with the
child. Why b e satisfied with Just

Conudai m * 0 candidate tor a H u gh e,
Fellowship
(Please print)

babysitting? C all Mr. Ashley 544-3192.
Full day openings and half day
openings Mon., W ed., and Frl., still

•

availab le.

Engineering
(Electrical. El ec t roni cs . Systems. Mechanical)

Com puter Science
A p p lied M athem atics
Physics

City

Slate

Zip

I am interested in obtaining
□ Masters □
in the field of

Engineer

□

Doctoral d egree

Degrees held (or e xp e c te d )
BACHELORS DECREE

Need help
to make it
all add up?

O o d . Dole
MASTERS DEGREE

i HUGHES i
C ------------------------ -- - - ------------

Cream, < n*w aorw

Citizenship

J

— ctmnct

A n equal opportunity em ployer - M/F/HC

Study Aids Would Halpl
. ..l

Z.».

V*-". ■

El Corral Bookstore

ITI Ml .1 IH
t

Mustang Dally

Poly diver beats Olympian
BY KAREN LUDLOW
OaSySHWWlWw

Junior Debbie Forehand
upset Olympic gold medal
winner Jenni Chandler in the
one meter diving event aa Cal
Poly Women’s swim team
defeated four other teams in

the SCAA relay meet.
Forehand
defeated
Chandler—who won the
Gold medal in the three
meter diving event in 1976—
by five one hundredths of a
point. Irvine won the one
meter diving event with a

Debbie Forehand shows her diving form In a meet
last season at the outdoor pool.

Classified

call to Identify 544-2591. (n -1 4)

Announcements
LIVE MUSIC AT TMK DARK
ROOMI wad.-amateur n ils, sat.lazznlte.
(11-27)
Entartalnara and artiata needed
tor « maa bazaar A parads.
Salary nag. Contact Qrovar City
Rac.-489-0159
______________________ (11-28)

FAMILY FUN FAIR
Elactronlc gamaa A pinball*
open from noon 7 days wash.
Next to Campus Donuts.
(TF)
CASH OR CREDIT
FOR LPa OR TAPES AT
A BOOBOO NEAR YOU YOU

(TP)
VISITA B O O B O O
NEAR YOU YOU.
(TF)
3-man basketball tourney spon
by Intramural Dept. Bun. Nov. 18
Sign up In PE 104. Deadline
Nov. 18 No feet
(11-18)

Housing
Must sell 3 Woodstde contracts
Same apt. Starting w inter.
Females only. Call 9438790.
(11-18)

own room. C all eves. 541-4808. ______________________ (11-15)
Must sell one Mustang contract
tor W inter and Spring. Female
only Call 541-8004.
(11-15)

Automotive
'88 MERCURY 4-door, pwr. Beat,
windows, atrg, brtes. Air cond.
Real Moe, 8880 5448478
__ ____________________(11-15)

For Solo
The" Ski 196CM Salomon 565E
Proform
B indings 8228.00
Haaon Citation Bools 2-1/2
818000 C all Dave 9438537
(11-14)
Man's Dolom ite ski boote-ez.
814-only used tw ice-Ilka new.
C attiyn n a at4818827. - * _____
(11-18)

Lost
A Found
LW > * r o u n q
»und: Gold watch, vlaltor’s
tO- tot by Admin, bldg. Owner

Found-Gold watch A kayo. Call
AF648-3484 A Identify
______________________ (11-18)
GOLD CHAIN NECKLACE with
Opal Found In front of library
Wad. Call 941-4880 and Identify.
______________________ (11-18)
Lock found on library lawn.
Identify at Journalism office
(11-18)
78KZ-400 MUST SELL!
Rebuilt angina, many extras.
Call Brian at 544-0448 >800
( 11- 20)

Help Wanted
B a rte n d e rs ,
c o c k ta il
waitresses, needed. Apply In
person between 8 and 8 p.m. frt.
or sat. 401 Shell Beach Rd..
Shall Beach.
(11-19)
Doorman deeded. Must be 8 f t
tall, personable and available 4
nights a weak. Apply In person
4-8 p.m. frl. or sat. 401 Shell
Beach Rd. Shell Beach (1115)

Services
IBM Correcting Selectrtc II. Call
Madotyn eves. 5434405
(TF)
UU TRAVEL CENTER
Coma sea your student travel
counselors and book early tor
the beat rates. Remember
"H e who heeltatee .
Pays m orel"
Open Tuaa-Frt 10-2.548-1127.
________________________(128)
TYPING 888-2382
IBM Correcting Selectrtc II. Call
M arlene after 4:30.
(TF)
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F o o tball, from

combined score of Chan
dler’s and Wanda Boda’s.
Cal Poly, with the score of
Forehands, and Cindi UarpThomas settled for second
place.
The swimmers finished the
one day meet in First place
with 70 points. Host Santa
Barbara took second place
with 58 points* followed by
Irvine 42, Northridge 41, and
Cal State Los Angeles 17.
The Mustangs took first
place in seven out of fifteen
events, and second place five
times.
The 400-yard medley relay
team of Laurie Bottom,
H eat her Davis, Sally
Baldwin and Valerie Young
qualified for the AIAW
Division II Nationals by
winning the relay in
4:10.896. The relay time also
broke a school record of
4:14.1 that was set last year.
New school records were also
set in the 400-yard freestyle
relay, 3:49.766 (old record
3:52.45) and in the 800-yard
freestyle relay, 8:49.08 (old
record 8:53.0).

pogo V

Stanley hit Cole on a post
pattern for a 23 yard
touchdown and Pomona was
back in the game 21-19. The
score stood as the two teams
convened to the lockers for
half-time.
In the third quarter
Graham Wiggill booted a 26
yard field goal to up the
score to 24-19. But the
Broncos responded
by
putting together a 79 yard
drive in 14 plays capped by a
diving catch by Mark
Tolbert. This time the two
point conversion was suc
cessful and the Broncos led
27-24.
:
The lead changed hands
for the third time as a 41 yard
punt return by Martin set up
a 2 yard dive by Dickens,
putting the Mustangs ahead
31-27.
Pomona had the ball on
their own 18 and it was
second and 25. But Stanley
had one more ace up his
sleeve as he found Faye
Weathers coming out of the
backfield over the middle for

a crucial 50 yard gain. Then
Stanley scampered around
right end for 32 more to put
the Broncos at the Mustang 2
yard line. Terry Whaley took
the next play over the goal
line. The extra point was
good and again Pomona led
34-31.
Minutes later Crump was
being carried off by a
jubilant Mustang team.
Pomona tried to put together

Your Body is a Temple,
Why Treat it Like a Motel?
I urull m iht

Health Improvement Program
Healthy Living
•Chiropractic Center
fo r i n f o r m a ti o n CON

541-2090

1141B Pacific St San lu u Obispo
l*MOl fcrteo 9»oi

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
IN
ELECTRONICS
If you are graduating with a degree in Engineering
Technology with emphasis on electronics, W ILTR O N
may have just the career opportunity you are looking
for.
We seek hands-on problem solvers with strong elec
tronics background to be dynamically involved in the
manufacture of state-of-the-art microprocessor-based
electronic test instrumentation for the microwave and
telecommunications industries. Our proprietary pro
ducts have an international reputation for excellence
that has helped provide a history of steady growth.
You will enjoy challenging work in a modern facility
with an outstanding benefit package that includes Cash
Profit Sharing and Flexible Work Hours.
«•

A W I L T R O N technical representative will be on cam
pus Friday, November 30, to conduct pre-employment
interviews. Contact your Placement Office today to
arrange a convenient time.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Sam Y O ffice Service
11SO Loa Oeoe Valley Rd.
544-3200
(TF)
SUPER SECRETARY
Professional Typing
5438213
Reserve Tima now!
_______________________(11-28)
IMPROVE YOUR GRADE8I
Sand 81.00 tor your SOApage
catalog of collegiate research
10.250 toptos Mated *> *2 8 0 8 7
Q Los Angeles, CA J o o a (213)
4778228.
(TF)
T yp in g -rep o rts, 8.P.. Masters
etc
proofed and correct
•**•«""« f\. P *
Connie 5437802________ (12-8>

a desperation drive, but their
hopes were thwarted by
Edmund Alarcio who pickedoff a Stanley pass, one of
two he threw during the
course o f the evening.
Dickens gained his necessary
78 yards to reach 1,000 for
the season.
Joe Harper and his
Mustangs know they still
have to win next week as they
travel to Boise State to keep
their play-off hopes secure.

825 EAST M ID D L E F IE L D ROAD
M O U N TA IN VIEW , CA 94043
AN EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

W fc -re C e
W a re h o u s e S o u n d
Come into
Warehouse
Sound axid join
us as we cele
brate our 10th

Pioneer SX-450

with Pioneer

Pioneer Project 80

System Includes
Pioneer PL-514
Semi-automatic belt-drive turntable
.. .com plete with cartridge.

Powerful stereo AM/FM receiver
super sensitive timer

2-way 8 ” speakers ported lor deep,
accurate bass.
Ten years ago we were the pioneers
of home stereo components. This
week we're celebrating
A
Warehouse Sound's 10th

Pioneer VR-3
Custom walnut grain audio display

anniversary with Pioneer
Days.. .all Pioneer elec-11 * **Sj
t ro n ics at W a r e
h o u s e S o u n d are l r
fea tu red C o m e in Hf
. . . p la y your
favorite m u s i c . . .
talk s t e r e o . . . join
our c e l e b r a t i o n and
en j oy a s t e r e o e x p e r * ;
l e n c e you won't for
get
at W a r e h o u s e
S o u n d . .. t o d a y !

O ptional
Equalizer

* ¥»/lj

m b and
C a s s e tte
mm D e c k
‘ !*;,■>'

Pioneer KP-8005

Pioneer PL-518

Indash AM-FM cassette "Supertuner!' This hi powered auto stereo
will fit most American and Import
Semi-automatic direct-drive turn
table with strobe speed control,
quick start anti-feedback suspension

Sound/ we

W arehouse Sound Co.
1613 S Broadway
Santa Maria
928 3636 or 928 3637
W arehouse Sound Co.
Railroad Square
1880 Santa Barbara Ave
San Luis Obispo
541 1821

Limited to stock on hand

4-inch stereo auto speakers — fits
any car.* Super sound for a low

